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Word 
Part of 

Speech Definition (Denotation) & Synonyms  Picture  
  

arrest   

 to use the power of the law to take and keep 

(someone, such as a criminal) -  capture, catch, get, 

grab,       

celebrate  verb         

civil  adjective good speech and manners; pleasant, polite       

continue   

 to do something without stopping : to keep doing 

something in the same way as before - : to keep 

happening or existing : to remain without changing or 

stopping       

discriminate  verb         

disobey  verb  to refuse, neglect, or fail to obey       

encourage   

 to give courage, spirit, or hope -  Example:  

encouraged by her kind words --  encouraged him to 

go back to school 

       

Connotation 

Positive Negative 
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freedom           

gather  to come or bring together into a group, mass, or unit.    

movement 
 Noun 

 

 a program or series of acts working toward a desired 

end Example:  a movement for political reform or a 

group taking part in a series of acts --  Example:  join 

the movement       

oppose   

 to be or place opposite or against something  -  to 

offer resistance to   --  stand against  --  RESIST       

organize   

 to put into order : organize your work  --  organize 

an activity or function        

outstanding   

 attracting notice especially because of excellence - 

Example:  an outstanding person>       

protect   

 to cover or shield from something from danger or 

injury : GUARD       
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protest 
 Noun or 

verb         

speech  noun         

support 
 Noun or 

verb 

 to promote the interests or cause of --   to uphold or 

defend ADVOCATE or ASSIST --  to argue or vote 

for Example:  support a candidate for President       

Symbol    

 something that stands for something else; Example:  

the lion is a symbol of courage       

unfair  adjective         

Violent   adjective         
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